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Scalable architecture for spin-based quantum computers with a single type of gate

Dieter Suter* and Kyungwon Lim†
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We propose a scalable design for a solid-state spin-based quantum computer. It uses endohedral fullerenes
like N@C60 or P@C60, which can be positioned on Si surfaces with a scanning tunneling microscope. Each
logical qubit is stored in two physical qubits, corresponding to the nuclear and electronic spins. We discuss the
addressing of individual qubits by a magnetic field gradient, and the implementation of one- and two-qubit
quantum gates by sequences of radio-frequency and microwave pulses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computers based on quantum mechanical systems@1#
may be able to successfully tackle numerical problems
are exponentially difficult on classical computers@2#. While
spin 1

2 particles form an obvious choice for implementing
qubit, it was not until 1997 that it was shown that nucle
magnetic resonance~NMR! can actually implement a quan
tum computer in an ensemble of molecules@3,4#. These re-
sults and the subsequent work on NMR quantum compu
in liquids opened the first possibility of studying quantu
algorithms in an actual experiment. It appears unlikely, ho
ever, that such a scheme will be scalable to the numbe
qubits required for increasing the speed of a quantum c
puter over that of a classical computer@5#. It is therefore
generally believed that scalable spin-based quantum com
ers will have to rely on solid-state systems@6–9#. In particu-
lar Kane’s proposal@6#, which uses single donor spins in S
appears very attractive if the engineering problems can
overcome. For current technology, the placement of the
purity spins inside the silicon crystal is probably the mo
demanding part of the scheme.

This difficulty is avoided in the approach suggested
Twamley @10# and by Harneitet al. @11–13#, where the qu-
bits are placed on the surface rather than inside the cry
These authors show that the long decoherence time of
electronic spin in N@C60 makes it an ideal candidate for th
implementation of a qubit. The C60 cage represents a nanom
eter sized trap for the nitrogen atom@14#, which can be pre-
cisely positioned on a Si surface using state of the art sc
ning tunneling microscopy~STM! techniques@15,16#. The
nitrogen and phosphorus atoms inside these cages are
ally free atoms, with very long relaxation times@17#. The
electronic spin isS5 3

2 , and the nuclear spin eitherI 5 1
2

(31P,15N), or I 51(14N).
While N@C60 appears as a very promising candidate

storing quantum information, Ref.@11# contains only vague
suggestions for addressing individual qubits by shifting el
tron density onto the cages. No experimental evidence ex
to date that indicates whether interactions due to electros
gates can be used for addressing such qubits.
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It is therefore the purpose of this paper to introduce
alternative architecture that uses only the Zeeman
dipole-dipole interactions, both of which are well charact
ized. Addressing of qubits can be performed with magne
field gradients generated by micropatterned wires and se
tive microwave pulses. In this respect this concept resem
a proposal by Goldmanet al. @18#, who suggested using
static field gradients for addressing qubits through their L
mor frequencies. Since we use electronic spins here, ra
than nuclear spins, the frequency difference between a
cent qubits is some three orders of magnitude larger, w
correspondingly faster switching times. Furthermore, gene
tion of the magnetic field gradient with electrical curren
rather than with permanent magnets allows one to change
addressing by changing the gradient field during the exp
ment.

II. QUBIT IMPLEMENTATION

The degrees of freedom relevant for us are the electro
spin, which isS5 3

2 for the ground state nitrogen atom, an
the nuclear spinI 5 1

2 for 15N and 31P or I 51 for 14N. For
the present purpose, the size of the spin is not relevant, so
simplify the discussion by considering a chain ofS5 1

2 elec-
tronic spins, each coupled to a singleI 5 1

2 nuclear spin.
Each logical qubit in our system is represented by t

physical qubits, an electron and a nuclear spin. The relev
spin Hamiltonian for a single logical qubit is then~setting
\51)

HS5gBmBB0•S2gnB0•I1AS•I , ~1!

where the first two terms are the electron and nuclear Z
man Hamiltonians and the last term is the hyperfine inter
tion Hamiltonian.mB is the Bohr magneton,gB the g factor,
andgn the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus.S andI are the
electron and nuclear spin operators.

Equation~1! can be simplified if the electron Zeeman in
teraction is significantly stronger than the other interactio
In an external field ofB051 T, the resonance frequency o
the electronic spin isne528 GHz and the nuclear Larmo
frequency isnn54.3 MHz for 15N, while the isotropic hy-
perfine interaction is 22.35 MHz for15N @19#. We may then
disregard those terms in the Hamiltonian that do not co
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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mute with the electron Zeeman interaction. With the conv
tional choice of the axis system, the Hamiltonian simplifi
to

HS5gmBB0Sz2gnB0I z1AIzSz . ~2!

Logical gates can be applied to these qubits by microw
pulses that rotate the spin through a specific angle aroun
axis determined by the frequency and phase of the mi
wave. To address a specific qubit, we need a way to dis
guish between them. Rather than relying on electrodes
access individual molecules, we propose to use magn
field gradients, which can shift the resonance frequency
neighboring electron spins by several megahertz. Using i
grated circuits, it is possible to apply currents of 1 A throu
a 1mm diameter wire@20#. Two parallel wires with radiusr
separated by a distanceD generate an additional magnet
field in the space between the wires of

BG52
m0

4p
2I S 1

x1D/21r
1

1

x2D/22r D , ~3!

whereI is the current in the wires andx the position, mea-
sured from the center between the wires. Figure 1~a! shows a
schematic representation of the arrangement and Fig.~b!
the resulting magnetic field for a current ofI 51 A flowing
parallel through the two wires.

As shown in Fig. 1~c!, the resulting field gradient betwee
the wires would be more than 43105 T/m. Since N@C60

FIG. 1. ~a! Arrangement of wires that generate the magne
field gradient. The currentsI in the two wires are equal and paralle
~b! Field distribution along the chain of the qubits for a separat
of D51 mm and I 51 A. ~c! Corresponding field gradient. Th
vertical axis also indicates the frequency separation between ne
boring electron spins, for a separation of 1.14 nm.
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molecules must be separated by at least 1.14 nm, this imp
a frequency difference of more than 12.7 MHz betwe
nearest-neighbor electronic spins. Increasing the separa
between molecules, which is possible in increments of 0
nm for C60 on Si~100!, increases the frequency separati
roughly linearly with the distance.

The logical qubits that we consider here allow us to st
the information in the nuclear or in the electronic spin. F
ure 2 summarizes the relevant energy level scheme
shows the allowed magnetic dipole transitions, which can
assigned to NMR and electron paramagnetic resona
~EPR! transitions. Generally the nuclear spins have lon
decoherence times, while the electronic spins interact m
strongly with the applied magnetic fields, thus providin
shorter gate times. As we show below, using both degree
freedom allows one to optimize the number of gate ope
tions before decoherence becomes relevant. Furthermo
provides a possible way to effectively switch the interacti
between neighboring qubits on and off, as is required for
implementation of two-qubit gates.

To optimize the number of logical operations during t
decoherence time of the system, we distinguish a pas
state of the logical qubit, during which the information
stored in the nuclear spin, and an active state, where
information is stored in the electron spin. The passive s
serves to preserve the information while it is not accessed
perform logical operations, the qubit is activated by switc
ing it from the passive to the active state.

This conversion between the two states, correspondin
an exchange of quantum information between two phys
qubits, can be achieved bySWAP operations. This operation
has already been implemented in liquid-state NMR@21,22#,
using pulse sequences of the type

c

n

h-

FIG. 2. ~a! Relevant energy level scheme for electron a
nuclear spin.~b! NMR and EPR transition frequencies in a 1 T fiel
9-2
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SCALABLE ARCHITECTURE FOR SPIN-BASED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052309
USWAP5@ I z1Sz#@2I zSz#@2I y2Sy#@2I zSz#@ I x1Sx#@2I zSz#

3@ I y1Sy#. ~4!

Here we use the notationei (p/2)I r5@ I r #. The operators appea
in time-reversed order, i.e., the sequence starts with the
selective (p/2)y pulse represented by@ I y1Sy#. I andS rep-
resent the two spins that contribute to the logical qubit. He
we write I for the nuclear spin andS for the electronic spin.

This implementation requires ideal (5 ‘‘hard’’ ! radio-
frequency and microwave pulses. In the system we are c
sidering here, it would be experimentally very difficult
implement such hard radio-frequency pulses on the nuc
spins, whose transition frequencies are split by 8 MHz
better approach is to use two-frequency pulses at the
satellite transitions, which can be implemented in any dou
resonance NMR spectrometer. The electron spin system
also be manipulated with selective pulses, which act on o
one of the two hyperfine-split transitions. Using such sel
tive pulses, theSWAP operation can be implemented~up to an
overall phase! by sequences of threep pulses applied to
adjacent transitions, e.g.,

USWAP1
5@2Sy

(12)#@2I x
(13)#@22Sy

(12)#@20.5Fz#,

USWAP2
5@2I y

(13)#@2Sx
(12)#@22I y

(13)#@20.5Fz#,

USWAP3
5@22I y

(13)#@2Sx
(12)#@2I y

(13)#@0.5Fz#. ~5!

The upper index refers to a single transition of the cor
sponding spin@23#. A term @2Sx

(12)# thus represents a rotatio
by p around thex axis of transitionu1&↔u2&. The operator
Fz5I z1Sz corresponds to a rotation of both spins around
z axis, which can be implemented either by compositez
pulses or as a phase shift during the overall pulse seque

III. ONE-QUBIT GATES

Universal quantum computation requires arbitrary ro
tions of single qubits. As is well known, these rotations c
be implemented for spins with radio-frequency or microwa
pulses. Addressing individual qubits can in our case
implemented by the magnetic field gradient and frequen
selective pulses. For the geometry described above, the
tronic and the nuclear spins are both shifted by the magn
field gradient. For the numbers considered above, the s
ration between the nuclear Larmor frequencies of adjac
molecules is a few kilohertz. The duration of selective rad
frequency pulses would therefore be of the order of 1 m
Considerably faster gate operations are possible if the
quency separation between neighboring electron spin
used. Since the frequency separation is more than 10 M
selective gate operations can be shorter than 1ms.

As we discussed above, the quantum information is u
ally stored in the nuclear spin. Applying a one-qubit gate t
specific qubit therefore involves three steps: first, the inf
mation is activated bySWAP-ing it from the nuclear to the
electronic spin. There, the selective rotation is applied an
secondSWAP operation brings the information back into th
05230
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nuclear spin. We will denote byUSWAPi
a SWAPoperation that

acts selectively on the logical qubiti. Its effect can be sum-
marized as

USWAPi
I a

k USWAPi
5Sa

k d ik1I a
k ~12d ik!,

USWAPi
Sa

k USWAPi
5I a

k d ik1Sa
k ~12d ik!,

USWAPi
USWAPi

51. ~6!

As a specific example, we consider the pseudo-Hadam
operationhi @24# ~a @p/2#y rotation! applied to logical qubit
i. It can be implemented as

hi5@ I y
( i )#5USWAPi

@Sy
( i )#USWAPi

. ~7!

To keep pulse sequences short, the radio-frequency pu
should not be selective with respect to the nuclear sp
Accordingly, all nuclear spins will be affected by this puls
sequence, not only the nuclei of the target qubit. Howev
for the passive qubits, the electronic spin is not affected. T
can be used to construct sequencesUSWAP@Sa#USWAP that do
not affect the passive qubits. As an example, the combina
USWAP2

USWAP3
, defined in Eq.~5!, evaluates to a unity op

erator for the passive qubits.

IV. TWO-QUBIT GATES

Universal quantum computation requires, in addition
the single qubit gates, a two-qubit gate, such as anXOR or
controlled-NOT ~c-NOT! gate, that can be applied to any tw
nearest neighbors. In magnetic resonance, a c-NOT gate to
spinsA,B can be implemented by the pulse sequence@25#

Uc-NOTAB
5@2By#@2Az2Bz#@2AzBz#@1By#. ~8!

The notation for the evolution is the same as above. T
terms@2AzBz# represent free precession under the coupl
Hamiltonian, while the term@By# represents ap/2 rotation
of spin B around they axis.

As in this example, two-qubit gates always use a prec
sion under a coupling Hamiltonian for a durationt. To
implement such an operation, the coupling has to be tur
on for the appropriate duration. While dipolar couplings b
tween nearest-neighbor N@C60 molecules are of a suitabl
size, they can only be turned off by moving the molecu
apart, which is difficult to achieve within the time window
available.

Kane’s proposal@6# for a scalable spin-based quantu
computer uses ‘‘J gates,’’ which shift electrons that mediat
an exchange interaction between the nuclear spin qubits
the case of endohedral fullerenes, this scheme appears n
be feasible, since the exchange of electrons between the
9-3
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DIETER SUTER AND KYUNGWON LIM PHYSICAL REVIEW A65 052309
tral N atom and the cage is very weak. We therefore sug
an alternative possibility, againSWAP-ing the quantum infor-
mation between the nuclear and the electronic spin. W
the information is stored in the electron spin, the interact
between neighboring molecules becomes effective, corre
ing neighboring qubits. When the information isSWAP-ed
into the nuclear spins, the interaction is effectively switch
off, since the nuclear dipole-dipole interaction is more th
six orders of magnitude smaller than that between two e
tron spins~of the order of a few hertz at a separation of
nm!. On the time scales relevant to us, it can be safely
glected.

For a formal analysis of this scheme, we start with t
spin Hamiltonian for two logical qubits

Hik5v iSz
i 1vkSz

k1vn~ I z
i 1I z

k!

1A~Sz
i I z

i 1Sz
kI z

k!1dSz
i Sz

k , ~9!

where v i5gBmB@B01BG(rW i)# represents the Larmor fre
quency of the electron spin at positionrW i and vn is the
nuclear Larmor frequency. For the nuclear spins, we neg
the difference in the Larmor frequency, and we assume
the difference between the Zeeman frequencies of neigh
ing electron spins is large compared to their dipole-dip
coupling, thus allowing us to truncate the dipolar interacti
This condition can always be fulfilled by increasing the d
tance between the molecules, which is possible in increm
of 0.38 nm for C60 on Si~100!. At the smallest possible dis
tance of 1.14 nm, the dipolar interaction would be as large
50 MHz @26#, thus exceeding the difference of the Larm
frequencies. Increasing the separationD decreases the dipo
lar interaction (}D23) while increasing the difference of th
Larmor frequencies (}D).

To implement a two-qubit operation, such as a c-NOT be-
tween the neighboring logical qubitsi andk, the two target
logical qubits are first activated using the single qubit a
dressing scheme discussed above. Then the c-NOT operation
~8! is applied to the electron spins and the resulting inform
tion SWAP-ed back into the nuclear spins. The sequence
operations is then

Uc-NOTik
5Uc-NOTI i I k

5USWAPi
USWAPk

Uc-NOTSiSk
USWAPk

USWAPi
. ~10!

After the operation, the information is again in the nucle
spin and remains unaffected by the coupling between
electron spins. The doubleSWAP operation has therefore th
effect of switching the dipole interaction on for a limite
time. As in the single qubit gates discussed above, the pu
should be nonselective with respect to the nuclear sp
Again, an overall effect on the nuclear spins can be avoi
by proper combinations ofSWAP sequences.

In the Hamiltonian of Eq.~9!, we did not take into ac-
count the couplings to the passive qubits, which are a
present, but should not affect the evolution of the qubitsi and
k. Since we assume only nearest-neighbor interactions in
context, this can be achieved by selective irradiation of
05230
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neighboring electron spins. Alternatively, it would be po
sible to simultaneously invert bothS spins in the middle of
the c-NOT sequence. The critical part is the free precess
period @2AzBz#5@2Sz

i Sz
k#, which then becomes@Sz

i Sz
k#@2Sy

i

12Sy
k#@Sz

i Sz
k#. The decoupled c-NOT sequence becomes, e.g

Uc-NOTAB

dec 5@2By#@2Az2Bz#@AzBz#@22Ay22By#

3@AzBz#@22Ay2By#. ~11!

This sequence refocuses not only the couplings to the pas
S spins, but also the hyperfine interaction, thus avoiding
necessity of nuclear spin decoupling during theUc-NOTSiSkoperation.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented an architecture for a scalable s
based quantum computer. Addressing of the qubits
achieved with a magnetic field gradient and selective mic
wave pulses. A central aspect of our architecture is that e
logical qubit uses electronic as well as nuclear spin degr
of freedom.SWAP-ing the information between the nucleu
and the electron allows one to optimize the number of g
operations that can be completed before decoherence
comes relevant. Furthermore, it allows one to effectiv
switch the dipole-dipole interaction on for a well define
period. As a consequence, only one type of addressing c
bility for the individual spins is required, which correspon
to theA gates in Kane’s design.

While it is motivated by a specific type of molecule~en-
dohedral fullerenes!, it uses only the fact that nuclear an
electronic spins have vastly different gyromagnetic rati
Applications to similar systems should therefore be straig
forward.

A major difficulty in any spin-based quantum computer
the readout problem. While single spin magnetic resona
by optical detection has been demonstrated in several
tems@27,28#, these experiments are possible only in a re
tively narrow parameter range, which may not inclu
N@C60. Another technique that may allow single spin d
tection is magnetic force detection@7,29,30#. This approach
has the advantage that it requires less specific parameters
present implementations are still far from single spin sen
tivity. Single spin detection has also been reported with
STM @31#, but the experiment is not well understood so f
and no other group has reproduced the results. Another
sible approach could combine spin-dependent tunneling w
single electron detection@32#.

The SWAP operation, which was used in this architectu
may also be useful for the readout problem. It may be p
sible, e.g., to swap the information from the qubits whe
they are processed to a readout qubit, such as a single
tron device. Such elements tend to have shorter decoher
times, making them less suitable for the processor part of
quantum computer, but the stronger coupling to the envir
ment facilitates the readout, where the decoherence wil
less critical.

Another problem, which is shared by most spin-based
9-4
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chitectures, is the initialization: quantum error correction
quires a supply of qubits in a well defined state, such as
ground state. While thermal relaxation may bring most sp
into their ground state if the field is sufficiently high and t
temperature low, this process cannot be faster than the d
herence for the same spin, and is therefore not useful
quantum error correction. Again, theSWAP operation may be
used for this purpose: Spins in an environment of lower sy
metry than N@C60 tend to have significantly shorter relax
ation times. They could therefore provide qubits in theu0&
ci

o-

c.

m
,

i.
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state at a high rate, and aSWAP operation could transfer this
state to the qubits of the quantum register.
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